(10') we obtain
Indeed,
(10') we obtain
REFERENCES (x(t)-q(t)l<6dldistance (q(t), f r ( Z ) )
for all t E (to, tl). Then (1 1) is true since q(t) is in the interior of Z for f in [to, td, see (6). Thus, the relations (1 1) imply that (t, x@)) can be continuated until the boundary t = to + Tof G. Hence, t , = 03 because Tis independent of Z and arbitrarily chosen. Finally, let us notice that 6 , , 62 are independent of to, a, q. Indeed, this follows from the fact that a, b, c, d, p , max A(t) depend onf, Q not on to, a, 4.
Part i) of the theorem follows from (IO') when t l = co and 0 < r < 1, 0 < 1 5 min (1, p / 6 } .
Part ii) is valid if p 5 6/k. This follows from the relation (12), obtained from (S), (9), and (9'), with the input fi = constant = a(t'), t' 2 toand I = 1, r = 1.
for all t' B to.
III. EXAMPLES
a) The linear case: U = R", I/ = R " , f ( a , x) = A x + Ba. (A, B constant matrices and A stable).
Then the equation (2) (f can be thought of as a nonlinear resistor and a as the temperature.)
Then, if the function a is bounded and varies slowly enough, and if af/ &(a, 0) > 0, the theorem assures that the curve of equilibria (0, f ( a ( t ) , 0)), 1 B to can be followed. This result is compatible with the physical intuition. Let us point out that the sink (0, f ( a ( t ) , 0)) need not be close to the sink (0, f(a(to) , 0)).
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I ) Let us notice that:
asymptotic stability of sinks.
does not shrink below a certain size, independent of (p, y ) , see (12). Thus, via these concepts, the theorem can be used in problems like disturbance decoupling, etc.
b) An interesting problem appears to be this: how is Q modified by using feedback functions a = P(x) + y.
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Main Problem
1)
Find conditions on the controller C(s) which ensures stability of practical feedback systems in the face of time-varying nonlinear perturbations.
2) Provide a design algorithm to synthesize the robust stabilizer for feedback systems subjected to nonlinear perturbations as in Fig. 1 .
Let the nominal sensitivity matrix of the feedback system in Fig. 1 
C(s)S(s)=(Y(s)+A1(s)K(s))A(s)
where K(s) is any real rational matrix analytic in Re From (4) and (5), it is easily seen that
S(s) = (X@) -B1 (s)K(s))A(s) (6)
is stable.
K(4.
Remark: For any stabilizing controller, you can find a corresponding
m. STABILITY CONDITIONS
The objective here is to find the stability conditions for the closed-loop feedback system shown in Fig. 1 
UII Q SUP 4 V U w ) )
where U(jw) denotes the Fourier transform of the impulse response of the l i n e a r operator U. 7'heorem I : For the closed-loop feedback system in Fig. 1 , suppose that 1) C(Z + PC)-' is causal and asymptotically stable, i.e., the closedloop nominal feedback system is asymptotically stable (see Lemma 1)
2) pld{C(jw)(Z + P(jw)C(jw))-L} < 1, for all w 2 0. Then there exist finite constants ol, 192 such that i) llull < 81 11r 11 for r E G ii) IlyII < 8z llrll for r E Li, i.e., the closed-loop feedback system in Fig. 1 is Li-stable.
Proof of 7'heorem I: From Fig. 1 , we know that
u = c e = c ( I + F C ) -l r = C ( z + P C ) -' [ ( z + P C ) -( I +~c ) ] ( z + F C ) -~r + C ( I +~c ) -~r
=C(Z+PC)-'[-APC](Z+FC)-'r+C(I+PC)-'r = -C(Z+PC)-'APu+C(Z+PC)-'r.
Since C(Z + PC) -I and AP are causal, then [9]
II41 6 JJC(~+PC)-'JJ.llA~u,JJ+)lC(~+PC)-'Jlll~,ll.
Since C(Z+PC)-' is asymptotically stable, by Lemma 2 and Assump tion 3, we get
Il u,l I 6 pI SUP ~~c ( j~) (~+ P ( j~> c ( j w ) ) -' } I l u~l l w +SUP a~C(jw)(Z+Pg'w)C(jw))-l}llu,ll.
Let p , sup, a{C(jw)(Z + P(jw)C(ja))-l} = a3 < 1.
Thus llurll 6 ( l -~3 ) -1 (~3~~l ) l l~~l l .
Since the inequality is valid for arbitrary positive 7, it follows that Theorem 2: For the closed-loop feedback system in Fig. 1 , suppose that 1) C(I + PC)-' is asymptotically stable and causal, Le., the closedloop nominal feedback system is asymptotically stable (see Lemma 1).
2) p 2 4 C ( j w ) ( Z + P(jw)C(jw))-I) < 1, for all w 2 0.
Then there exist some finite constants 6' ' , 13~ such that
i.e., the closed-loop feedback system in Fig. 1 is incrementally &table.
Proof of Theorem 2: The proof is similar to Theorem 1 and is omitted here.
Remark: Similar results, obtained in [3] and [4], are restricted by requiring a stable plant and a stable controller. However, the main contribution of this paper is to relax this restriction.
W . ROBUST STABILIZER SYNTHESIS
In this section, we will introduce an algorithm to synthesize a robust stabilizer which can stabilize the feedback system subjected to timevarying nonlinear perturbations shown in Fig. 1 . 
Then the robustness constraint (7) becomes a{ @(io)] e 1, for all o 2 0.
This is equivalent to [6]
D=I-+*(jo)+(jw)>O,
for all w 2 0.
The notation matrix D > 0 means that D is positivedefinite.
From the above discussion, our problem of robust stabilizer will answer the question of how to choose an adequate K(s) analytic in Re (s) 2 0 such that the robustness constraint (9) or (IO) is satisfied.
To sum up the above discussion, a robust stabilizer design algorithm is outlined as follows.
Design Algorithm
Step I : From (2) and (3), solve for A(s), B(s), AI@), Bl(s), X(s), and Us).
Step 2: Choose an adequate K(s) analytic in Re (s) 2 0. The denominator of K(s) is determined by the desired poles of the closed-loop nominal feedback system in (6), and the undertermined numerator of K(s)
is determined by the requirement of the robustness constraint (9) or (IO).
Step 3: Substitute K(s) obtained in Step 2 into (5) to get the robust stabilizer C (s) .
Remark: Since there may be many stabilizers which satisfy the robustness constraint (9) or (IO), this gives some additional flexibility to the designer to choose one of them.
V. EXAMPLE
Let us consider the system illustrated in Fig. 1 with Jlbpull < 0.511ull shown in Fig. 2 and L J Our problem is to design a robust stabilizer which can stabilize the feedback system subjected to time-varying nonlinear perturbations.
Solution
Step I : From (2) and (3), we can solve
Step 2: Suppose that we want the two poles of the closed-loop system [see (6)] at s = -1 and the steady-state error to the unit step input to be zero. We may choose
Recalling the robust stability constraint of (IO), we can solve the range of kl as -0.8132 < kl < 1.3049.
Step 3: From (5), the corresponding robust stabilizer is given by 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this note we have considered the robustness of the stability property of MIMO feedback systems subjected to time-varying nonlinear perturbations. Moreover, a simple and direct controller design algorithm has been introduced to synthesize robust stabilizers which ensure that practical feedback systems will always remain stable in the face of variations in system models. In particular, we extend the nonlinear perturbation to systems with unstable plants.
